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but after exploiting of opportunity; they are less interested to
are recognized by entrepreneurs who have some kind of entrepreneurial
gather information than managers. Wiklund and Shephered
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(2005) showed that entrepreneurial orientations of small business
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Sine and David (2003) showed that new opportunities are
Abstract

results of institutional changes brought by environmental crisis.
I. INTRODUCTION:
Now days all scholars are unanimous about
entrepreneurship's crucial affects on economic growth and
development. What about the most crucial element of
entrepreneurship? What's that? Is it known? In fact such
discussions and debates are ongoing. According to
Venkataraman and Shane (Venkataraman 1997; Shane and
Venkataraman
2000) among all elements, opportunity
recognition has gained more weight. As they have stated:
“Entrepreneurship is concerned with the discovery and
exploitation of profitable opportunities”. Furthermore many
scholars have identified opportunity recognition as one of the
most important aspects of entrepreneurial process. So, no one
can be an entrepreneur without recognizing an opportunity.
Moreover the more ability they have to recognize opportunities
the more possibility is there to be an entrepreneur. (Baron and
Ensley, 2006; Casson & Wadeson, 2007; Gaglio & Katz, 2001;
Shane, 2000). Opportunity recognition has been surveyed from
many different perspectives. For instance, based on Shane and
Venkataraman (2000), individuals must possess prior knowledge
and cognitive faculties in order to evaluate and identify new
means–ends relationships. Their effort served as a guideline for
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Other researchers concluded that people‟s abilities in
recognizing opportunities are not equal (Ardichvili, Cardozo, &
Ray, 2003; Baron & Ensley, 2006). Some studies maintained
that there are differences in individual capacities to recognize
opportunities. For instance: prior information and knowledge
(Shane, 2000), social network structure (Singh, Hills, Hybels, &
Lumpkin, 1999), Pattern recognition skills (Baron& Ensley,
2006), psychological „alertness (Gaglio & Katz, 2001),
Individual genetic makeup (Ardichvili et. al, 2003). Creativity
(Hills, Lumpkin, and Singh 1997), importance of an active
search for opportunities and its main factors (Gaglio and Katz,
2001)
Cooper, Float et al. (1995) found that experienced
entrepreneurs search less information compared to inexperienced
ones. Schatzel & Kayak et al. (2005) conclude that success of
pioneer firms in opportunity recognition and exploitation is
because of engaging in information exchange and participating
in industry events. Also they have a pivotal role within their
industry.
Keh, Foo et al. (2002) in their study have found that
"illusion of control" and "the law of small numbers" are related
to evaluation of opportunities.
Other scholars have studied the role of risks, growth
aspiration, technological opportunities and environmental
shocks. For instance, according to Mullins and Forlani (2005)
entrepreneurs, regarding to new venture opportunities, are not so
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risk seeking as assumed. In general they prefer ventures with
acceptable risks.

recognize it? What experiences do have the people who
recognize them?

The results of such scholars are presented in various
models of opportunity recognition and development (Singht
,Hills &lumpkin,1999; Gaglio &Taob ,1992; Long
&Macmullan,1984; Lumpkin & et.al 2001; Ardichvili ,2003;
Gundry & Kickul,2007; Baron,2009; Baron and Baron, 2005).

2.
What is the opportunity recognition conceptual model
for the entrepreneurs' community?

As Ardichvili et al, (2003) these attempts, have contributed
significantly to grapes the opportunity recognition concept,
though they fall short of offering a comprehensive understanding
of the process.
Concerning all these scholars, the issue which I raised: If
these models can be used in targeted community? Which one
would be the best? Or which one is suitable for the target
community? To this end, I had to set some assumptions and test
them in the community.
In fact, the number of assumptions that could be tested in a
research project is limited. It is more difficult when a
questionnaire is used as an instrument. In this study I have
thought how to obtain as large as possible amount of data. In
addition, using of questionnaire limits the researcher to test some
assumptions that came up from the literature while I wanted to
have more detailed approach to the subject. Therefore, an
alternative methodology has been considered to reach a potential
perspective on the subject. After the search, “The Grounded
Theory" was found one of the best methods could meet the
research topic. The Grounded Theory method is used to learn
about unfamiliar experience or have a different vista on known
phenomenon (Glaser, 1998). As aforementioned, choosing such
the method could help to meet the research question, and thus
achieve the most comprehensive sense.
In this community Alizade Sani (2008) and Yeganegis‟
(2007) studies are the only scholars that have dealt with
opportunity recognition. Alizade have concluded that there is
significant correlation between entrepreneurial alertness,
personal traits, and social networks with opportunity recognition.
Yeganegi have concluded that social sources of information,
informal industrial networks, trainers and professional
aggregations have positive effects on opportunity recognition;
however, family members and closed friends have adverse
effects. They fall short of offering a comprehensive
understanding of the process. What about other aspects that still
is unknown in this community?
This article draws on a study of opportunity recognition in
superior entrepreneurs which is used to explore the following
questions:
1.
How the opportunity recognition phenomenon does
occur? Which process does it have and which people are able to
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The article offers two propositions. The first says that
opportunity recognition, as the core element of entrepreneurial
activities, is a process. It means that it happens to a person as a
starting point for the next one along the process. In this process
human, social and psychological factors are just as important as
other factors like economical factor. The following proposition
is a conceptual model which explains the opportunity recognition
phenomenon, and can be applied in entrepreneurial development
and educational activities.
II.

METHODOLOGY:

As stated by (Mintzberg, 1979), "the qualitative method
enables the researcher to get close to the data, to know well all
the individuals involved and observe and record what they do
and say". From this end, it is necessary to use a methodology that
allows the researcher to have a complete view on the subject. In
this study, grounded theory has been used to explore and
interpret the opportunity recognition phenomenon (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967). This methodology seeks not to overlook the
quantitative paradigm in entrepreneurship research but to enrich
potential methodological approaches and subsequent absorption
of the field. It is not to defend opposites as contradictories, but to
consider them as complimentary (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The
Grounded Theory is used to study on an unknown phenomenon
or to obtain a different view on a known phenomenon (Glaser,
1998). This investigation has highlighted the key themes of
opportunity recognition phenomenon and to explore a
framework of opportunity recognition process and exploitation.
The interviews were undertaken to Iran superior entrepreneurs
by Ministry of cooperatives, labor and social welfare (MCLSW)
in different years. Saturation was achieved in the seventh one,
out of total ten being conducted. The first selected sample was
the most well-informed from the MCLSW's list. Others were
identified through recommendation (first entrepreneur
recommendation or social contact but from the list), and then
were invited to participate in the study. The Information was
gathered through semi-structured interviews, as a part of the
qualitative method. To this end, after participants' approval for
participation in the research, the interviews were conducted in a
secure and comfortable place within the entrepreneurs' bureau,
and all conversations were tape-recorded. The interviews lasted
from one to three hours. Overall, all interviews were conducted
over 11 months in which entrepreneurs explained their
experiences with respect to personal development and business.
At the beginning of each session, the research objective was
explained to the interviewees, and then they were asked to
describe their experience and other necessary information related
to the subject. Thereafter, according to the direction of the story,
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the researcher asked some questions to verify some assumptions
that came to her mind from the participants‟ story.
In this study, the method of coding and continuous
comparisons of Glaser and Strauss (1967) has been used. This
method, by a systematic analysis, emphasizes on underlying
processes in social interactions. Following the interviews all data
were transcribed, open coded and labeled according to
categories, topics and events. Then, comparing the data, gained
from interviews, with each other and with data which got the
corresponding features, common aspects and conformity of
categories, sub thematic sets and categories were classified. In
this stage by axial coding, relationship within clusters and
relationships between sub categories with thematic sets were
determined and processed. After reaching saturation, all of sets
and categories – by selective coding - were synthesized and
united. Consequently, three conceptual main themes- namely
Social Capital, Psychological Capital and Human Capital and 10
sub themes- as the basic process of research - was appeared.
These themes give entrepreneurs such alertness by which they
can discover opportunities. At last, for the sake of accuracy and
precision, the researcher used some previous studies done by
other researchers and entrepreneurs in order to develop a new
conceptual model of opportunity recognition. Consequently, it
was concluded that the gained results and performed
interpretations have been consistent and appropriate.
IV. FINDINGS:
Three major common themes were identified from the
accounts related to the participants‟ opportunity recognition
which are relevant to the conclusions drawn from the literature
review. These themes consist of Social capital; Psychological
capital; and Human capital. Within these major themes, a total of
10 subsidiary themes were identified. All these together,
constitute the triadic model of opportunity recognition which is
shown in Figure 1 and is followed by a description of the major
and subsidiary themes.
SOCIAL CAPITAL:
Communication and social networks form social capital by
which sense of cooperation and trust among individuals in a
group or a community could be generated. Moreover, social
capital in any group or community shows the amount of trust and
confidence that exist in a group. Such a confidence will facilitate
social interactions as a valuable capital for achieving individual
and organizational goals and would help to solve problems in
critical situations. Scrutiny of entrepreneur interviews showed
that this capital particularly in critical situations - in form of
different financial, spiritual and scientific aids by family
members, friends and work team members - has been very
helpful. Because of such a capital they have been prosperous, so
that it has facilitated traverse of business career. In conclusion,
probability of opportunity recognition in the future has been
increased for them.
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Social capital includes the structural capital, the
communication capital and the environment or entrepreneurial
atmosphere. The role of social capital is illustrated from
entrepreneurs' story:
The entrepreneur number 1 says:" We always work as a
team and never work alone….. In our team we have all
expertise's we need and it is very helpful in identification and
exploitation of new opportunities“. And "exploitation of the
opportunities is more important than its identification. In the
exploitation phase communications and relationships are
important. It may be you don’t have such a relationship but you
can create it in the right time you need it"
SOCIAL CAPITAL:
Communication and social networks form social capital by
which sense of cooperation and trust among individuals in a
group or a community could be generated. Moreover, social
capital in any group or community shows the amount of trust and
confidence that exist in a group. Such a confidence will facilitate
social interactions as a valuable capital for achieving individual
and organizational goals and would help to solve problems in
critical situations. Scrutiny of entrepreneur interviews showed
that this capital particularly in critical situations - in form of
different financial, spiritual and scientific aids by family
members, friends and work team members - has been very
helpful. Because of such a capital they have been prosperous, so
that it has facilitated traverse of business career. In conclusion,
probability of opportunity recognition in the future has been
increased for them.
Social capital includes the structural capital, the
communication capital and the environment or entrepreneurial
atmosphere. The role of social capital is illustrated from
entrepreneurs' story:
The entrepreneur number 1 says:" We always work as a
team and never work alone….. In our team we have all
expertise's we need and it is very helpful in identification and
exploitation of new opportunities“. And "exploitation of the
opportunities is more important than its identification. In the
exploitation phase communications and relationships are
important. It may be you don’t have such a relationship but you
can create it in the right time you need it"
The entrepreneurs‟ conversation exemplifies establishing of
entrepreneurial alertness through social capital, in which its three
sub-themes, structure capital, environment and communication
capital can be recognized.
Most of entrepreneurs make social relationships to create
information channels. These channels could reduce time and
needed fund to collect the information. These networks affect
opportunity recognition through channels in which special
information flow. In opportunity recognition process, the extent
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and nature of entrepreneur‟s communication expose them
different and new ideas. Succeed people in opportunity
recognition and its exploitation have communication capital
including respect, confidence, benefiting their emotional
protection and etc. The more social capital, the more access to
required information and knowledge and others co-operation to
analysis them, so the more possibility of opportunity recognition.

Figure 1- Entrepreneurial
conceptual model
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Entrepreneurs‟ conversation exemplifies establishing of the
opportunity recognition ability through human capital along with
social capital, in which its three sub-themes, knowledge, skills
and experiences can be recognized.
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Entrepreneur no.2, he says:
"In adolescence, I used to make ice creams and mix it with
banana and chocolates and sell it to my friends. It made me
happy very much. I decided to do this work in a large scale.
Based on previous experiences in distribution of different kinds
of ice creams, I thought that I should offer a new and completely
different ice cream. Now I have one of the biggest and popular
ice cream manufactures”

Opportunity
recognition

Resiliency

collect knowledge, interpret them and to use experiences to
manage business. In this investigation, human capital is one of
the most themes that have helped superior entrepreneurs to
recognize opportunities. It includes three sub-themes:
knowledge, skill and experiences. Interaction between them
forms human capital. Knowledge that is gained from education
and work experiences helps an individual to recognize of market
gaps. As shown through the entrepreneurs' story, it has been
useful in opportunity recognition.

Communication
capital

Entrepreneurial environment is another valuable capital
that helps entrepreneurs. It's an environment with encouragement
characteristics which has necessary conditions to motivate
people to discover entrepreneurial opportunities.
Entrepreneurial environment means different factors which
play important role in entrepreneurship development. Such
environment specified by family business, role models, rich
foundations, accessibility of financial, social and human
resources and governmental encouragements. Entrepreneurial
environment exposes people on knowledge, information and
different
protections, so raises their perception about
opportunities.
Human Capital:
Human capital as a set of knowledge, skills and experiences
posed by an organization, a person and any other sets helps to
establish and manage the business. It plays an important role in
personal and organizational success. Main variables of human
capital are experiences and skills that help entrepreneurs to
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In this investigation, knowledge means distinct information
that helps individuals to recognize opportunities. This
recognition refers to individual knowledge background either
explicit or tacit knowledge. Knowledge includes all kind of
technical, professional or general information. Technical
knowledge in a special context helps individuals to recognize
opportunities. Someone who has prior knowledge could
concentrate on important aspects of new information, so he or
she will be able to recognize opportunities better than others.
Generally, issues like education, research and studying,
consulting, being aware of daily news, and entrepreneurial
knowledge and etc are sub themes of knowledge.
In other side, experiences participate to develop skills,
competencies, values, needs, and also to grow motives. They
inject energy to entrepreneurial ideas. Either extensive work
experience - that is connected to concerned opportunity – or
contemporary work and non correlated experiences raise the
human capital. There are two kind of prior work experience that
is correlated to entrepreneurial activities: industrial work and
business establishment experiences. Industrial work experience
gives individuals unique knowledge. It means the others who
don‟t have those experiences can‟t acquire them easily. These
individuals often have a better understanding of how to respond
market needs and this is a necessary competency in opportunity
recognition. While some of information and necessary skills of
opportunity recognition could be learned through education and
general work experience in business or industrial work, but some
opportunities are recognized only by individuals that are
engaged or established a business in that special domain. This
kind of experience also creates explicit knowledge that facilitates
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opportunity recognition. Most entrepreneurs‟ story in this
investigation shows that prior work experience was a very
effective point in their success. Most of them had work
experiences in adolescence. Dominant culture of values of
working and some problems in family like losing parents,
poverty, personal traits and etc, also are other factors that helped
them to be successful. They dominated the market and know it
very well, so they are able to make decisions and discover
opportunities.
Psychological Capital:
The ones, who have psychological capital, have traits by
which they will be able to succeed. This success will help them
to invigorate other traits and finally will help to reinforce human
and social capitals. Here, psychological capital is one of the most
themes that have helped superior entrepreneurs in opportunity
recognition. It includes four sub-themes: Hope, Optimism, Selfefficiency and Resiliency.
Self-efficiency is certainty which it causes individuals
believe their selves to succeed through developing of selfmotivation, preparation of cognitive sources for his or herself
and doing necessary actions.
Resiliency is a state of mind developing in individuals by
which he or she will be able to try more when encounter
disappointing, disasters, life conflicts, even positive events and
progresses.
Hopeful individual is one who believes that he or she is
able to achieve goals and plans to reach them.
Someone who is an optimistic person believes success is
achieved just because of hard working not anything else like
chance. Also he or she believes failing is a conclusion of outside
factors. Surveying of entrepreneurs stories shows they have this
features as well.
Entrepreneur No.3 says:
“I consulted several organizations to help me to establish a
lost-and-find institute. One of them said we will try, another one
said it isn’t possible, third one said it won’t be beneficial and
etc. One of superior officials said it won’t work unless you send
some ones to steel people documents and then you turn just them
to losers. But I told him it is possible. Yes it really was possible
and I proved it”.
Entrepreneurs conversations exemplifies the establishing of
the opportunity recognition ability through psychological capital,
along with social and human capital, in which its four subthemes, hope, resilience, optimism and self-efficiency can be
recognized. Because of such a capital, entrepreneurs could be
succeeded in entire life. This success and psychological capital
has mutual influence. It means success enforces psychological
310

capital; in return, this capital enforces success. Psychological
capital helps to enforce spontaneously other human and social
capitals.
Self-efficiency, as one sub-themes of psychological capital,
has been defined as follows: “the belief that one is able to
perform in a certain manner to attain certain goals. It is believed
that our personalized ideas of self-efficiency affect our social
interactions in almost every way”.
Some one, who is a self-reliant person, is sure about his or her
capacities to achieve success. He or she sets high goals for him
or herself and takes hard work to reach the goals. Their
individual intensive is very high. They do the best to achieve
goals. When they encounter obstacles, they are really determined
and pass the barriers. Self-believing, self-confidence, prime
goals, independence and self-proof is another characteristics that
self-efficient individuals have them. This trait exists for
entrepreneurs as well.
Resiliency means to tolerate difficulties and try more to
resolve problems and then to return to usual level of
performance, or in better word, to promote performance in
comparison to previous one. Totally, resilient people accept life
realities. They believe that life is meaningful and they have
notable capabilities to adopt themselves to large alterations as
soon as.
Entrepreneurs' story shows that most of them have started
their work in a hard condition and have continued it. It is
required to have salient characteristics to tolerate such
conditions. These entrepreneurs tolerated problems and stranded
them. This trait have helped them, throughout their life and their
activities to search and study about opportunities and another
business activities, to form psychology capital along with other
traits.
Optimism:
Optimism means hopefulness and confidence about the
future or successful outcome of something and tendency to take a
favorable or hopeful view. Optimistic entrepreneurs perform
different than others, when they are succeeded or fail.
Psychologists believe that such individuals perform like this:
they impute their success to their internal and stable capability.
In addition, they impute their failures to external and unstable
factors. This source of imputation is stable and general.
Optimism, in a different stages of life and business activities
especially opportunity recognition, have helped entrepreneurs to
be succeeded.
Hope is the belief in a positive outcome related to events and
circumstances in one's life. In other word, hope means having a
feeling of optimistic in a negative or falling situation to
overcome it. Hopeful person has a positive motivation that is a
result of the success. So it motivates him to attempt more. In
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addition, it comes from their ability to plan to achieve goals.
This confidence causes a person to succeed in reaching goals. As
discussed earlier, superior entrepreneurs always have prime
goals and plan to reach them. They have a strong resolve to
follow their plans.
THE PROCESS MODEL OF OPPORTUNITY RECOGNITION:
In a process view on entrepreneurs' story, it is cleared that
opportunity recognition is not a phenomenon that is manifested
out of the blue, but it is a process that happens to someone who
has a background. In other word, he or she has alertness because
of recognizing opportunities. This alertness is a result of human,
psychological and social capitals. It may be the "AHA" moment
happens suddenly, but it needs to some backgrounds. So it does
not happen to everyone. It means reaching the "AHA" moment
needs some earlier stages which results in having such capitals
by which they reach that moment.
Here, entrepreneurs‟ story shows that opportunity
recognition works like a process. Therefore, to answer the
second question of this research, following conceptual model
shown in (Figure 2) is developed.
According to below process model, most superior
entrepreneurs in their adolescence and some in childhood have
had to work for different reasons. Their own characteristics, life
turbulences for instance parents or father death and taking family
responsibility, dominant family culture which encouraged them
to work to get experiences, some needs, biological or security
requirements and etc, have caused them to work. This work has
been a vital revenue resource for them. Such a work, whether
voluntarily or compulsorily, in addition to resolving needs, has
given them a knowledge and experience by which they have
earned valuable capitals. These have helped them to recognize
opportunities and exploit them. Therefore, most of recognized
opportunities are related to their prior experiences or businesses.
These acquired experiences, knowledge and skills,
spontaneously, has established human, social and psychological
capitals by which individuals could have had alertness. Each of
capitals has mutual correlation. Therefore, each is important to
enforce others and also each is under others affects.
V. CONCLUSIONS:
Entrepreneurs have a successful life that may be others want
to know how. Recognizing profitable opportunities is one of the
most attractive successes. Others may wish to understand or
replicate it, whether for themselves or within a teaching
environment or studying activities. Shane (2000) claims that
reasons for explaining entrepreneurs successes have not been
adequately addressed in the entrepreneurship literature.
Therefore, there is not adequate explanation of opportunity
recognition behavior. There are many investigations that have
studied this matter each of which has concentrated just one or
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more aspect. Hence, it can be claimed that there is a lack of a
comprehensive model. This research, while it has considered
existing literature and studies, has attempted to recognize such a
model of opportunity recognition and its process in the
community. The present study as one of initial attempts to
explain and predict opportunity recognition phenomenon in its
community, identified the conceptual model of opportunity
recognition and its process which is grounded in entrepreneurs'
story. The resulting model does provide a figuring of
entrepreneurial opportunity recognition.
The recognized model and process suggests that opportunities
are recognized as a result of the entrepreneurs' alertness. This
alertness results from three main themes, namely social,
psychological and human capital. This investigation, compared
to the past studies, makes clear that researchers fall short by
overlooking the social networks and individual characteristic as
crucial factors in opportunity recognition. This paper, thus,
suggests a triadic model that links opportunity recognition to
three main capitals (psychology, human and social). Moreover,
these capitals cause such alertness that an individual recognizes
opportunity when he or she encounters it immediately.
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Figure 2- Entrepreneurial opportunity recognition process
model
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